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METHODS FOR MULTI-CLASS COST-SENSITIVE 
LEARNING 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention generally relates to the ?eld 
of cost-sensitive learning in the areas of machine learning 
and data mining and, more particularly, to methods for 
solving multi-class cost-sensitive learning problems using a 
binary classi?cation algorithm. This algorithm is based on 
techniques of data space expansion and gradient boosting 
With stochastic ensembles. 

[0003] 2. Background Description 

[0004] Classi?cation in the presence of varying costs 
associated With different types of misclassi?cation is impor 
tant for practical applications, including many data mining 
applications, such as targeted marketing, fraud and intrusion 
detection, among others. Classi?cation is often idealiZed as 
a problem Where every example is equally important, and 
the cost of misclassi?cation is alWays the same. The real 
World is messier. Typically, some examples are much more 
important than others, and the cost of misclassifying in one 
Way differs from the cost of misclassifying in another Way. 
A body of Work on this subject has become knoWn as 
cost-sensitive learning, in the areas of machine learning and 
data mining. 

[0005] Research in cost-sensitive learning falls into three 
main categories. The ?rst category is concerned With making 
particular classi?er learners cost-sensitive, including meth 
ods speci?c for decision trees (see, for example., U. Knoll, 
G. NakhaeiZadeh, and B. Tausend, “Cost-sensitive pruning 
of decision trees”, Proceedings of the Eight European Con 
ference on Machine Learning, pp. 383-386, 1994, and J. 
Bradford, C. KunZ, R. Kohavi, C. Brunk, and C. Brodley, 
“Pruning decision trees With misclassi?cation costs”, Pro 
ceedings of the European Conference on Machine Learning, 
pp. 131-136, 1998), neural netWorks (see, for example, P. 
Geibel and F. WysotZki, “Perceptron based learning With 
example dependent and noisy costs”, Proceedings of the 
Twentieth International Conference on Machine Learning, 
2003), and support vector machines (see, for example, G. 
Fumera and F. Roli, “Cost-sensitive learning in support 
vector machines”, VIII Convegno Associazione Italiana per 
L’Intelligenza Arti?ciale, 2002). The second category uses 
Bayes risk theory to assign each example to its loWest 
expected cost class (see, for example, P. Domingos, “Meta 
Cost: A general method for making classi?ers cost sensi 
tive”, Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on 
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, pp. 144-164, ACM 
Press, 1999, and D. Margineantu, Methods for Cost-Sensi 
tive Learning, PhD thesis, Department of Computer Science, 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, 2001). This requires 
classi?ers to output class membership probabilities and 
sometimes requires estimating costs (see, B. ZadroZny and 
C. Elkan, “Learning and making decisions When costs and 
probabilities are both unknoWn”, Proceedings of the Seventh 
International Confernece on Knowledge Discovery and 
Data Mining, pp. 204-213, ACM Press, 2001) (When the 
costs are unknoWn at classi?cation time). The third category 
concerns methods that modify the distribution of training 
examples before applying the classi?er learning method, so 
that the classi?er learned from the modi?ed distribution is 
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cost-sensitive. We call this approach cost-sensitive learning 
by example Weighting. Work in this area includes strati? 
cation methods (see, for example, P. Chan and S. Stolfo, 
“ToWard scalable learning With non-uniform class and cost 
distributions”, Proceedings of the F oarth International Con 
ference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining, pp. 
164-168, 1998, and L. Breiman, J. H. Friedman, R. A. Olsen, 
and C. J. Stone, Classi?cation and Regression Trees, Wad 
sWorth International Group, 1984) and the costing algorithm 
(see, for example, B. ZadroZny, J. Langford, and N. Abe, 
“Cost-sensitive learning by cost-proportionate example 
Weighting”, Proceedings of the Third IEEE International 
Conference on Data Mining, pp. 435-442, 2003). This 
approach is very general since it reuses arbitrary classi?er 
learners and does not require accurate class probability 
estimates from the classi?er. Empirically this approach 
attains similar or better cost-minimiZation performance. 

[0006] Unfortunately, current methods in this category 
suffer from a major limitation: they are Well-understood only 
for tWo-class problems. In the tWo-class case, it is easy to 
shoW that each example should be Weighted proportionally 
to the difference in cost betWeen predicting correctly or 
incorrectly (see, again, ZadroZny et al., ibid.). HoWever, in 
the multi-class case there is more than one Way in Which a 
classi?er can make a mistake, breaking the application of 
this simple formula. Heuristics, such as Weighting examples 
by the average misclassi?cation cost, have been proposed 
(see, again, Breiman et al., ibid., and the Margineantu thesis, 
ibid.), but they are not Well-motivated theoretically and do 
not seem to Work very Well in practice When compared to 
methods that use Bayes risk minimiZation (see, again, Dom 
ingos, ibid.). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a method for multi-class cost-sensitive learning 
based on an example Weighting scheme. 

[0008] According to the invention, the methods are based 
on example Weighting schemes that are derived using tWo 
key ideas: 1) data space expansion and 2) gradient boosting 
With stochastic ensembles. The latter is a formal frameWork 
that give rise to a coherent body of methods. 

[0009] One of the methods of invention, Which is based on 
the idea 1) above, Works by repeatedly sampling from the 
expanded data set, Which is obtained by enhancing each 
example in the original data set With as many data points as 
there are possible labels for any single instance. It then 
repeatedly draWs sub-sample from this expanded data set 
using Weighted sampling according to a certain example 
Weighting scheme, in Which each labeled example is given 
the Weight speci?ed as the difference betWeen the maximum 
possible misclassi?cation cost for the instance in question 
and the misclassi?cation associated With the label in the 
particular labeled example. The example Weighting remains 
constant throughout the iterative sampling procedure. It then 
?nally outputs a classi?er hypothesis Which is the average of 
all the hypotheses output in the respective iterations. 

[0010] Another one of the methods of invention, Which is 
based on the idea 2) above, Works by iteratively applying 
Weighted sampling from the same expanded data set, using 
a different Weighting scheme. The Weighting scheme of this 
method gives each labeled example the Weight speci?ed as 
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the difference between the average cost on that instance by 
the averaged hypotheses from the iterations so far and the 
misclassi?cation cost associated With the label in the labeled 
example in question. Emphatically, the Weighting changes in 
every iteration, since it depends on the performance of the 
averaged hypothesis obtained up to the current iteration. 
Additionally, the example Weights used in this method can 
be both positive and negative, since the label given in any 
labeled example does not necessarily correspond to the best 
label for the given instance, i.e. the label With the minimum 
cost, due to the use of data space expansion. Negative 
Weights do not admit the use of Weighted sampling. The 
method deals With this problem by calling the component 
classi?cation algorithm on a modi?ed binary classi?cation 
problem in Which each example is itself already a labeled 
pair, and its (meta) label is 1 or 0 depending on Whether the 
example Weight in the above Weighting scheme is positive or 
negative, respectively. 
[0011] The results of the methods of invention are 
obtained by outputting all of the classi?er representations 
obtained through the iterations, and represent the average 
over them. These representations can be arbitrary represen 
tations of classi?ers, such as decision trees, neural netWorks 
and support vector machines, for the problem at hand, such 
as netWork intrusion detection, fraud detection, targeted 
marketing, credit risk rating, among other things. For 
example, in the application to netWork intrusion detection, 
each one of these representations could be a decision tree 
that speci?es a set of conditions on various attributes of a 
netWork connection event, Which together signal certain 
types of netWork intrusion. Such representations can be 
further applied on a neW netWork connection to output 
judgment Whether or not the connection is to be suspected to 
be some type of an intrusion attempt With reasonable like 
lihood, and decisions can be based on this judgment to 
determine the appropriate course of action, such as denial of 
service or probing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] The foregoing and other objects, aspects and 
advantages Will be better understood from the folloWing 
detailed description of a preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion With reference to the draWings, in Which: 

[0013] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing the architecture 
of the system implementing one of the methods according to 
the invention; 

[0014] FIG. 2 is a How chart shoWing the logic of the 
method for multi-class cost-sensitive learning implemented 
on the system shoWn in FIG. 1; 

[0015] FIG. 3 is a block diagram shoWing the architecture 
of the system implementing another one of the methods 
according to the invention; 

[0016] FIG. 4 is a How chart shoWing the logic of the 
method for multi-class cost-sensitive learning implemented 
on the system shoWn in FIG. 3; and 

[0017] FIG. 5 is an example of a decision tree to illustrate 
the process implemented by the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 

[0018] We begin by introducing some general concepts 
and notation We use in the rest of the description. 
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Cost-Sensitive Learning and Related Problems 

[0019] A popular formulation of the cost-sensitive learn 
ing problem is via the use of a cost matrix. A cost matrix, 
C(yl, y2), speci?es hoW much cost is incurred When mis 
classifying an example labeled y2 as yl, and the goal of a 
cost-sensitive learning method is to minimiZe the expected 
cost. ZadroZny and Elkan (B. ZadroZny and C. Elkan, 
“Learning and making decisions When costs and probabili 
ties are both unknoWn”, Proceedings of the seventh Inter 
national Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data 
Mining, pp. 204-213, ACM Press, 2001) noted that this 
formulation is not applicable in situations in Which misclas 
si?cation costs depend on particular instances, and proposed 
a more general form of cost function, C(x, y1 , y2), that 
alloWs dependence on the instance x. Here We adopt this 
general formulation, but note that in the reasonable case in 
Which the cost is minimiZed by the true label, We can drop 
the redundant information y2 and Write C(x, y.) for C(x, yl, 

[0020] Once We alloW the costs to depend on each 
example, it is natural to assume that the costs are generated 
according to some distribution, along With the examples, 
Which leads to the folloWing formulation. In (multi-class) 
cost sensitive classi?cation, examples of the form (x, (C(x, 
yl), . . . , C(xl, yk)) are draWn from a distribution D over a 

domain X><R+ . (Throughout, We Will let k denote Given 
a set of examples, S=(xi, (C(xi, y))y€Y)m, the goal is to ?nd 
a classi?er h:X—>{1, . . . , k} Which minimiZes the expected 
cost of the classi?er: 

arg nhinED [C(x, h(x))] (1) 

[0021] We can assume Without loss of generality that the 
costs are normaliZed so that 

Vx E X minC(x, y) = 0. 
xeY 

[0022] Note that With this normaliZation, the above for 
mulation of cost is equivalent to the common fonnulation in 
terms of misclassi?cation cost, i.e., 

[0023] Nonmally a learning method attempts to do this by 
minimiZing the empirical cost in the given training data, 
given some hypothesis class at: 

arg Z C(x, h(x)) (2) 

[0024] We note that We sometimes use the empirical 
expectation notation, E, to refer to the averaged empirical 
cost, namely 
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[0025] As a building block of our method, We make use of 
methods for solving importance Weighted classi?cation 
problems, Which We de?ne beloW. In importance Weighted 
classi?cation, examples of the form (X, y, c) are draWn from 
a distribution D over a domain X><Y><R+. Given a set of 

examples S=(x, y, c)““, the goal is to ?nd a classi?er h:X—>Y 
having minimum importance-Weighted misclassi?caton 
error: 

arg HEIIEWWDC - I(h(x) # y) 

[0026] Again, usually, a learning method attempts to meet 
this goal by minimiZing the empirical Weighted error in 
some hypothesis class at‘: 

[0027] We note that importance Weighted classi?cation 
can be solved very Well With a classi?cation method, by use 
of Weighted rejection sampling techniques (see,again, Zad 
ronZny, Langford, and Abe, ibid.). 

Hypothesis Representations and Other Notation 

[0028] In the above, We assumed that the hypotheses 
output by a cost-sensitive learner is a functional hypothesis 
h, i.e., h:X—>Y. It is also possible to alloW hypotheses that 
are stochastic, namely 

[0029] subject to the stochastic condition: 

Vxe XZMX, y) = 1. 
yeY 

[0030] With stochastic hypotheses, stochastic cost-sensi 
tive learning is de?ned as that of minimiZing the folloWing 
expected cost: 

arg nhmEDZy C(x, y)h(X, y) 
ye 

[0031] Note that in the special case that h is deterministic, 
this formulation is equivalent to the de?nition given in 
Equation Also, this is a convexi?cation of the standard 
objective function that We usually expect a stochastic cost 
sensitive learner to minimiZe, i.e., 
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[0032] We also consider a variant of cost-sensitive learn 
ing in Which relational hypotheses are alloWed. Here rela 
tional hypotheses h are relations over X><Y, i.e., h:X><YQ{0, 
1}. In general h is neither functional nor stochastic, and in 
particular it may violate the stochastic condition, 

yeY 

[0033] We often use the more general notation of h(x,y), 
meant for stochastic and relational hypotheses, even When h 
is a deterministic function from X to Y. As notational 
shorthand, for a stochastic hypothesis h, We Write h(x) to 
denote h(x, ~):YQ[0,1], and C(x, to denote the 
expected cost of its predictions, i.e., 

[0034] Finally, We note that We often Write “x e S” as a 
shorthand for “3y 6 Y(x,y) e S”. 

The Methodology 

[0035] Our methodology can be interpreted as a reduction, 
Which translates a multi-class cost-sensitive learning prob 
lem to a classi?er learning problem. That is, it alloWs us to 
solve the cost-sensitive learning problem using an arbitrary 
classi?er learning method as a component algorithm. This 
methodology is derived using tWo key ideas: 1) expanding 
data space and 2) gradient boosting With stochastic 
ensembles. Theoretical performance guarantee on a particu 
lar variant of the invented methodology is derived using a 
convexi?cation of the objective function by the expected 
cost function. BeloW We Will explain these tWo key ideas by 
exhibiting a prototypical method based on each. 

[0036] Arepresentative method in the prior art of iterative 
methods for cost-sensitive learning is the method proposed 
in ZadroZny, Langford and Abe, ibid., called costing. The 
Weighting scheme of this method exploits the folloWing 
observation: For the binary class case, the above formulation 
in terms of cost per example, C(x, y2), can be further reduced 
to a formulation in terms of a single importance number per 
example. This is possible by associating a number indicating 
the importance of an example (x, y2), given by |C(x, 0)—C(x, 

This conversion alloWs us to reduce the cost-sensitive 
learning problem to a Weighted classi?er learning problem, 
but it has not been knoWn hoW that Would be done for the 
multi-class scenario. It is therefore natural to consider itera 
tive Weighting schemes, in Which example Weights are 
iteratively modi?ed in search for the optimal Weighting. 

[0037] A straightforWard application of iterative Weight 
ing suffers from an inability to directly take into account the 
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different costs associated With multiple Ways of misclassi 
fying examples. This translates to non-convergence of the 
method in practice. We address this issue by the technique 
of expanding data space, the ?rst of the tWo key ideas. 

[0038] Data Space Expansion 

[0039] The objective of minimizing the empirical cost on 
the original training sample is equivalent to minimiZation on 
the folloWing expanded sample. Given a labeled sample S 
consisting of (x, (C(x,y))y€Y) of siZe m, We de?ne a sample 
S‘ of siZe mk for classi?cation, Where k is the siZe of the 
label set, i.e., k=|Y|, as folloWs. 

[0040] Minimizing the importance Weighted loss, 

[0041] on this neW dataset also minimiZes the cost on our 
original sample. The algorithm DSE (Data Space Expan 
sion) takes advantage of this observation, Which is summa 
riZed beloW as a theorem. 

[0042] THEOREM 1. With the de?nitions given in FIG. 
3, a hypothesis IL minimiZing the Weighted classi?cation 
error on the expanded Weighted sample S‘, 

(mach 

[0043] also minimiZes the cost on the original sample S, 

“avid/[Chad 

yeY 

[0044] Gradient Boosting With Stochastic Ensembles 

[0045] Having described the idea of data space expansion, 
We noW cmbine it With the gradient boosting framework to 
arrive at our main method. In particular, We cast the sto 
chastic multiclass cost-sensitive learning in the framework 
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of gradient boosting (see L. Mason, J. Baxter, P. Barlett, and 
M. Frean, “Boosting algorithms as gradient descent”, 
Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems 12, pp. 
512-518, 2000), With the objective function de?ned as the 
expected cost of the stochastic ensemble, obtained as a 
mixture of individual hypotheses, on the expanded data set. 
As We stated above, a functional hypothesis of the form 
h:X—>Y can be vieWed as a special case of a stochastic 
hypothesis. We then de?ne a stochastic ensemble hypothesis 
H, given multiple functional hypotheses, ht, t=1, . . . , T, as 
the conditional distribution de?ned as the mixture of the 
component hypotheses, namely, 

[0046] Let Ht denote the mixture hypothesis of the learn 
ing procedure at round t. The procedure is to update its 
current combined hypothesis by the mixture of the previous 
combined hypothesis and a neW hypothesis, i.e., by setting 

Hr(xry)=(1_[5)Hr71(xry)+[5h(xry) 

[0047] Thus, the expected cost of Ht on x is 

[0048] NoW, suppose that h predicts a particular label y for 
x, i.e., h(x,y)=1, then 

[0049] If We noW take a derivative of this function With 
respect to [3, We get 

[0050] Note that this is the difference betWeen the average 
cost of the current ensemble hypothesis and the neW Weak 
hypothesis assigning probability one to the speci?ed label. 

[0051] We then take this derivative With respect to all data 
points (x,y) in the expanded data set S‘, and thus the gradient 
is mk-dimensional. We then expect the Weak learner to ?nd 
a hypothesis h Whose inner-product With the negative gra 
dient is large. That is, the output h of the Weak learner seeks 
to maximiZe the folloWing sum. 

xeS yeY 

[0052] Where W denotes the sum of absolute values of the 
Weights, i.e., 

xeS yeY 
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[0053] Note that unlike the Weights typically used in 
existing hosting methods, the Weights WX)yZ=C(X, Ht_1(x))— 
C(x,y) can be negative, since y is not necessarily the best 
(least cost) label. This means that the Weak learner noW 
receives both positive and negative Weights. While the 
minimization of Weighted misclassi?cation With positive 
and negative Weights makes perfect sense as an optimiZation 
problem, its interpretation as a classi?cation problem is not 
immediately clear. In particular, it prohibits the use of 
Weighted sampling as a means of realiZing the Weighted 
classi?cation problem. 

[0054] We deal With this problem by converting a rela 
tional version of the Weighted multi-class classi?cation 
problem (i.e., of ?nding h to maximiZe Equation 9) in each 
iteration to a Weighted binary classi?cation problem. Spe 
ci?cally, We convert each example pair (x,y) to ((x,y), l), and 
set l=1 if the Weight on (x,y) is positive, and l=0 if the Weight 
is negative. The output hypothesis of the binary classi?er is 
in general relational, so it is converted to a stochastic 
hypothesis by the procedure Stochastic. (The particular Way 
this procedure is de?ned is motivated by the theoretical 
guarantee, Which Will be shoWn in the next subsection.) The 
overall process, consisting of multiple iterations of such a 
reduction, constitutes a reduction of the stochastic multi 
class cost-sensitive classi?cation to binary Weighted classi 
?cation. 

[0055] With the foregoing de?nitions, We can noW state 
our main method, GBSE (Gradient Boosting With Stochastic 
Ensembles). 

Theoretical Performance Guarantee on a Variant 

[0056] It turns out that a strong theoretical performance 
guarantee can be proved on a variant of this method, Which 
We describe beloW. We de?ne the per label average cost, 
C(x, of a stochastic hypothesis H, in general, as 
folloWs. 

~ I 

C(x. Hm) = 22 Ho‘, wax. y) 
yeY 

[0057] Note that, With this de?nition, the empirical loss 
(cost) of H on the original sample S, C(H, S), can be 
expressed as the sum of this per label cost over the expanded 
data set S‘={(x,y)|x e S, y e Y}. 

[0058] The variant, for Which We prove our theoretical 
performance guarantee is obtained by simply replacing the 
Weight updating rule of GBSE by the folloWing: 

WX,y=C(X, H‘.1(X))-C(X,y) 

[0059] The resulting variant, Which We call GBSE-T (Gra 
dient Boosting With Stochastic Ensembles—Theoretical ver 
sion), is summariZed in FIG. 5. 
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[0060] We can shoW that GBSE-T has a boosting property 
given a version of Weak learning condition on the compo 
nent classi?er. This Weak learning condition, Which We 
make precise beloW, is one that is sensitive to class imbal 
ance. 

[0061] DEFINITION 1. We say that an algorithm Afor the 
binary importance Weighted classi?cation problem, as 
de?ned above, satis?es the Weak learning condition for a 
given classi?cation sample S=(x,y)m, if for arbitrary distri 
bution over S, (W)““, ZW=1, When it is given S‘=(x,y,W)rn as 
input, its output h satis?es the folloWing, for some ?xed y>01 

[0062] THEOREM 2. Suppose that the component leaner 
A satis?es the Weak learning condition for the input sample 
S. Then, the output of GBSE-T Will converge to a stochastic 
ensemble hypothesis achieving minimum expected cost on 
the (original) sample S. In particular, if We set ott=ot for all 

t, 

Z 2 HM. wax. y) 5 exp{— 77” TE 2 How. wax. y) 
y x y x 

[0063] Proof 

[0064] We ?rst establish the folloWing simple correspon 
dence betWeen the Weak learning conditions on the rela 
tional multi-class classi?cation problem that We Wish to 
solve in each iteration, and the binary classi?cation problem 
that is given to the component algorithm to solve it. 

[0065] DEFINITION 2. Let S be a Weighted sample of the 
form S=(x,y,W)m, Where Weights W can be both positive and 
negative. Then de?ne a transformed sample S‘ from S by 
S‘=((x,y), l, |W|)rn Where l=I(W§0). 

[0066] 1. The relational Weighted multi-class classi 
?cation problem for S is to ?nd a relational hypoth 
esis h:X><YQ{0, 1} that maximiZes the folloWing 
sum: 

[0067] 2. The Weighted binary classi?cation problem 
for S‘ is to ?nd a hypothesis h‘:X><Y—>{0, 1} that 
maximiZes the folloWing Weighted classi?cation 
accuracy: 
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[0068] LEMMA 1. Assume the notation of De?nition 2. 
Then, for arbitrary e>0, h satis?es the following condition on 
the relational multi-class classi?cation problem for S: 

[0069] if and only if (the same) h satis?es the correspond 
ing condition on the transformed binary classi?cation prob 
lem for S‘: 

[0070] Proof of Lemma 1 

[0071] Hence the lemma folloWs. 

[0072] Proof of Theorem 2 

[0073] First, note that applying Stochastic to h, can 
increase the eXpected cost only for X’s such that |[y|ht(X,y)= 
1}|=0, and for such X’s the cost of f, equals that of H{t-1} 
by the de?nition of Stochastic. Hence, the empirical cost of 
f, on the original sample S, C(ft, S), satis?es the folloWing: 

[0074] NoW recall that the eXpected empirical cost of Ht 
equals the folloWing, Where We drop the subscript t from ott. 
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[0075] Hence, by combining Equation 13 and Equation 
14, We can shoW the folloWing bound on the decrease in 
empirical cost in each iteration: 

C(HH, 5) — C(Hh 5) 

x 

= Z a Z 6(1). HH <x)) — Z hm wax. w] + 
y y 

x 

2 6(1). HH (x)) 2 

he. m). HH (x) 

[0076] In the above derivation, the second to last inequal 
ity folloWs from the Weak learning condition and applying 
Lemma 1 With Weights C(X, Ht_1(X))—C(X,y). The last 
inequality folloWs from the fact that the Weights are non 
naliZed so that the minimum achievable cost is Zero for all 
X. Noting that the sum of these Weights is positive Whenever 
the current ensemble hypothesis is sub-optimal, this guar 
antees a positive progress in each iteration unless optimality 
is achieved. Since the eXpected empirical cost function as 
de?ned by ZXZY F(X,y) C(X,y) is conveX (in fact linear), this 
implies convergence to the global optimum. Noting that in 
each iteration, the empirical cost is reduced at least by a 
factor of 

[0077] and the theorem folloWs. 
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[0078] Note that at earlier iterations, the binary classi?er 
used as the component learner is likely to be given Weighted 
sample With balanced positive and negative examples. As 
the number of iterations increases and progress is made, 
hoWever, it Will receive samples that are increasingly more 
negative. (This is because the positive examples correspond 
to labels that can further improve the current performance.) 
It therefore becomes easier to attain high Weighted accuracy 
by simply classifying all examples to be negative. The Weak 
learning condition of Equation 12 appropriately deals With 
this issue, as it requires that the Weak learner achieve better 
Weighted accuracy than that attainable by assigning all 
examples to the negative class. 

Variations 

[0079] In addition to the tWo variants of the Gradient 
Boosting With StochastiEnsembles method presented above, 
namely GBSE and GBSE-T, other related variations are 
possible. For example, in one variant, the Weighted sampling 
can be done in tWo steps; the instance is sampled in the ?rst 
step according to a probability proportional to 

[0080] and then choosing the label y With a probability 
proportional to 

IWWI 
[0081] In a yet another variant, the Weighted sampling can 
be done in tWo steps; the instance is sampled in the ?rst step 
according to the same probability as above, and for the 
chosen instance, examples are deterministically added for all 
possible labels. 

Implementation 

[0082] Referring noW to FIG. 1, there is shoWn a system 
on Which a method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
according to the invention may be implemented. This system 
comprises a multi-class cost-sensitive learning top control 
module 1 Which controls the overall control ?oW, making 
use of various sub-components of the system. A learning 
algorithm storage module 2 stores a representation of an 
algorithm for classi?cation learning. An arbitrary algorithm 
for classi?cation can be used here. Alternatively the learning 
algorithm can be a decision tree learning algorithm, a naive 
Bayes method, a logistic regression method or neural net 
Works. The model output module 3 stores the models 
obtained as a result of applying the learning algorithm stored 
in module 2 to training data given by Weighted sampling 
module 4 and outputs a ?nal model by aggregating these 
models. The Weighted sampling module 4 accesses the data 
stored in data storage module 7, samples a relatively small 
subset of the data With acceptance probability determined 
using the example Weights, and passes the obtained sub 
sample to module 1. The Weight update module 5 updates 
the example Weights for sampling using a particular function 
determined by the current Weights and current models. The 
model update module 6 updates the current model using the 
model’s output in the previous iterations stored in the 
current model storage module 8 and the output model of the 
current iteration output by module 3 and stores the resulting 
updated model in module 8. 

[0083] FIG. 2 shoWs a How diagram of the process 
implemented in the system of FIG. 1. The ?rst three steps 
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initialiZe the process. In Step 21, expanded data T is initial 
iZed using the input data S. In Step 22, H0 is initialiZed by 
setting for all (x,y) in T. Finally, in Step 23, the Weights for 
all (x,y) in Tare initialiZed. The iteration begins in the 
decision block of Step 4. A test is made to determine if i=t. 
If not, Step 25 performs the computation for all (x,y) 

w. y) = [Z H.106. y) - do. w] — C(x. y) 
yeY 

[0084] The decision block in Step 26 determines if there is 
more data in T or a STOP condition has been met. If not, in 
Step 27, (x,y) is sampled from T and accepted With a 
probability proportional to |W(x,y)|. Next, in Step 28, if 
accepted, ((x,y), |(W(x,y)>0)) is added to sub-sample T. A 
return is then made to the decision block in Step 26. When 
there is no more data in T or a STOP condition has been met, 
the process goes to Step 29 Where the learning algorithm is 
run on Tt to obtain model ht. Next, in Step 30, ft is set equal 
to stoch(ht). Then, in Step 31, 0tt is chosen and Ht is set equal 
to (1—(Xt)Ht_1+(Xtft. The index i is incremented at Step 31, and 
a return is then made to the decision block in Step 24. If i=t, 
then in Step 33 the ?nal model Ht is output. 

[0085] FIG. 3 shoWs a system on Which another method 
for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning according to the 
invention may be implemented. This system is similar to that 
shoWn in FIG. 1 and comprises a multi-class cost-sensitive 
learning top control module 1 Which controls the overall 
control ?oW, making use of various sub-components of the 
system, a learning algorithm storage module 2, Which stores 
a representation of an algorithm for classi?cation learning, 
a model output module 3, Which stores the models obtained 
as a result of applying the learning algorithm stored in 
module 2 to training data given by Weighted sampling 
module 4 and outputs a ?nal model by aggregating these 
models, and a Weighted sampling module 4, Which accesses 
the data stored in data storage module 7, samples a relatively 
small subset of the data With acceptance probability deter 
mined using the example Weights, and passes the obtained 
sub-sample to module 1. The Weight calculation module 5‘ 
replaces the Weight upadate module 5, Which updates the 
example Weights for sampling using a dynamically changing 
Weighting scheme. The model update module 6 updates the 
current model using the model’s output in the previous 
iterations stored in the current model storage module 8 and 
the output model of the current iteration output by module 
3 and stores the resulting updated model in module 8. 

[0086] FIG. 4 shoWs a How diagram of the process 
implemented in the system of FIG. 3. The ?rst step initial 
iZes the process. In Step 41, expanded data T is initialiZed 
using the input data S. In Step 42, the Weights for all (x,y) 
in Tare set. The iteration begins in the decision block of Step 
43. A test is made to determine if i=t. If not, a test is made 
in Step 44 to determine if there is no more data in T or a stop 
condition has been met. If not, Step 45 samples (x,y) from 
T and accepts (x,y) With probability proportional to W(x,y). 
If accepted, (x,y) is added to sub-sample T‘ in Step 46. The 
process then loops back to decision block in Step 44 until 
there is either no more data in T or a stop condition has been 
met. At this point, the learning algorithm is run in Step 47 
on T‘ to obtain a model ht. In Step 48, 0t is chosen so that 
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when i=1, ot=0 and Ht=(1—(Xt)Ht_1+(Xtft. The index i is 
incremented at Step 49, and a return is then made to the 
decision block in Step 43. If i=t, then in Step 50 the ?nal 
model Ht is output. 

[0087] As a concrete example of applying the method of 
the invention to a real world problem, we describe an 
application to network intrusion detection. Network intru 
sion detection has recently become a proto-typical applica 
tion problem for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning. The 
multi-class aspect is essential because in this application 
there are typically more than one level of intrusion detection, 
such as probing and denial of service. The cost-sensitive 
aspect is important because vastly different costs are asso 
ciated with different types of misclassi?cation (e.g., false 
negatives are usually a magnitude more costly than false 
positives) and it is absolutely critical that any learning 
method used to derive an intrusion detection rule is sensitive 
to this cost structure. 

[0088] A network intrusion detection system based on the 
method and system of the invention for multi-class, cost 
sensitive learning consists of the following steps: 

[0089] 1) Convert past network connection data to a 
set of feature vectors, by mapping information on a 
network connection to a feature vector. 

[0090] 2) Label each of these vectors with known 
labels, such as “normal”, “probe”, “denial of ser 
vice”, or speci?c types of intrusions. 

[0091] 3) Apply the method of the invention on the 
above data set, and obtain a classi?cation rule. 

[0092] 4) Convert new network connection data to 
feature vectors, apply the above classi?cation rule to 
them, and ?ag those connections corresponding to 
feature vectors that are classi?ed as different types of 
“intrusions” as such. 

[0093] A typical set of features used to transform connec 
tion data into a well-de?ned feature vector is that used in the 
network intrusion data set known as “KDD CUP 99” data, 
which is publically available. Here is the list of features in 
this data set (given in three separate tables). 

Basic Features of Individual TCP Connections 

feature name description type 

duration length (number of seconds) of the continuous 
connection 

protocolitype type of protocol, e.g., TCP, UDP, etc. discrete 
service network service on the destination, e.g., discrete 

http, telnet, etc. 
srcibytes number of data bytes from source to continuous 

desitination 
dstibytes number of data bytes from destination to continuous 

source 

?ag normal or error status of the connection discrete 
land 1 if connection is from/to the same discrete 

host/port; 0 otherwise 
wrongifragment number of “wrong” fragments continuous 
urgent number of urgent packets continuous 
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[0094] 

Content Features Within a Connection 

Suggested by Domain Knowledge 

feature name description type 

hot number of “hot” indicators continuous 
numifailedilogins number of failed login attempts continuous 
loggediin 1 if successfully logged in; O discrete 

otherwise 
numicompromised number of “compromised” conditions continuous 
rootishell 1 if root shell is obtained; 0 discrete 

otherwise 
suiattempted 1 if “su-root” command attempted; O discrete 

otherwise 
numiroot number of “root” accesses continuous 
numi?leicreations number of ?le creation operations continuous 
numishells number of shell prompts continuous 
numiaccessi?les number of operations on access continuous 

control ?les 
numioutboundicmds number of outbound commands in an continuous 

ftp session 
isihotilogin 1 if the login belongs to the “hot” discrete 

list; 0 otherwise 
isiguestilogin 1 if the login is a “guest” login; 0 discrete 

otherwise 

[0095] 

Traffic Features Computed Using 
a Two-Second Time Window 

feature name description type 

count number of connections to the same host continuous 
as the current connection in the past two 
seconds 
Note: The following features refer to 
these same host connections. 

serrorirate % of connections that have “SYN” continuous 
errors 

rerrorirate % of connections that have “REJ” continuous 
errors 

sameisrvirate % of connections of the same service continuous 
diffisrvirate % of connections of different services continuous 
srvicount number of connections to the same continuous 

service as the current connection in the 
past two seconds 
Note: The following features refer to 
these same-service connections. 

srviserverirate % of connections that have “SYN” continuous 
errors 

srvirerrorirate % of connections that have “REJ” continuous 
errors 

srvidiffihostirate % of connections to different hosts continuous 

[0096] As a result of applying the multi-class, cost-sensi 
tive learning method of the invention to a data set consisting 
of these features and the corresponding labels, using a 
decision tree algorithm as the “classi?cation learning algo 
rithm” stored in Module 2 of FIG. 1, one obtains, as the 
classi?cation rule, a voting function over a number of 
decision trees, such as the tree shown in FIG. 5. 

[0097] The system diagram of FIG. 1 and the How chart 
of FIG. 2 illustrate a preferred embodiment of the invention, 
which corresponds to the method “GBSE” described herein. 
However, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
the method “DSE”, also described herein, may be used in the 
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alternative. The main difference between DSE and GBSE is 
that in DSE, the sampling Weights remain unchanged 
throughout all iterations. Consequently, the modules and 
funcationalities that are related to Weight updating are 
unnecessary. 

Experimental Evaluation 

[0098] We use the C45 decision tree learner described by 
J. Quinlan in C45: Programs for Machine Learning, Mor 
gan Kaufmann (1993), as the base classi?er learning 
method, because it is a standard for empirical comparisons 
and it Was used as the base learner by Domingos for the 
MetaCost method (see, P. Domingos, “MetaCost: A general 
method for making classi?ers cost sensitive”, Proceedings 
of the Fifth International Conference on Knowledge Dis 
covery and Data Mining, pp. 155-164, ACM Press, 1999). 

[0099] We compare our methods against three represen 
tative methods: Bagging (see L. Breiman, “Bagging predic 
tors”, Machine Learning, 24(2):123-140, 1996), Averaging 
cost (see, P. Chan and S. Stolfo, “ToWard scalable learning 
With non-uniform class and cost distributions”, Proceedings 
of the Fourth International Conference on Knowledge Dis 
covery and Data Mining, pp. 164-168, 1998), and MetaCost 
(see, Domingos, ibid.). The Averaging cost method Was also 
used for comparison in Domingos, ibid. Note that Bagging 
is a cost-insensitive learning method. Here We give a brief 
description of these methods, and refer the reader to 
Breiman, ibid., and Domingos, ibid., for the details. 

[0100] Bagging obtains multiple sub-samples by 
sampling With replacement, feeds them to the base 
learner (C45), and takes the average over the 
ensemble of output hypotheses. 

[0101] Averaging Cost (AvgCost) obtains a sub 
sample by Weighted sampling With Weights de?ned 
as the average cost for each X, and then feeds it to the 
base learner (C45). 

[0102] MetaCost uses bagging to obtain an ensemble 
of hypotheses, uses the ensemble to estimate the 
class probabilities, and then outputs a hypothesis that 
minimiZes the expected risk With respect to these 
estimates. 

[0103] There are some deviations from these methods in 
our implementation, Which We clarify beloW. The main 
deviation is that We use rejection sampling for all methods, 
While other sampling schemes such as resampling With 
replacement are used in the original methods. We do this for 
tWo reasons: (1) inadequacy of resampling With replace 
ment, especially for C45, has been noted by various authors 
(see, for example, B. ZadroZny, J. Langford, and N. Abe, 
“Cost-sensitive learning by cost-proportionate example 
Weighting”, Proceedings of the Third IEEE International 
Conference on Data Mining, pp. 435-442, 2003); and (2) 
since our methods use rejection sampling, We do the same 
for the other methods for fairness of comparison. We stress 
that this deviation should only improve their performance. 
Another deviation is that We use a variant of MetaCost that 
skips the last step of learning a classi?er on a relabeled 
training data set. It has been observed that this variant 
performs at least as Well as MetaCost, in terms of cost 
minimiZation. (This variant has been called BagCost by D. 
Margineantu in Methods for Cost-Sensitive Learning, PhD 
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thesis, Department of Computer Science, Oregon State 
University, Corvallis, Oreg., 2001.) Also, in our implemen 
tation of AvgCost, We perform Weighted sampling multiple 
times to obtain an emsemble of hypotheses, then output their 
average as the ?nal hypothesis. We note that, due to our 
normaliZation assumption that the minimum cost for each 
instance x is alWays Zero, our version of AvgCost is identical 
to a more sophisticated variant in Which the difference 
betWeen the average cost and the minimum cost is used for 
sampling Weights. Our experience shoWs that this variant of 
AvgCost performs better than the original method. 

[0104] The methods Were applied to ?ve benchmark 
datasets available from the UCI machine learning repository 
(C. L. Blake and C. J. MerZ, “UCI repository of machine 
learning databases”, Department of Information and Com 
puter Sciences, University of California, Irvine, Calif., 
1998) and one dataset from the UCI KDD archive (S. D. 
Bay, “UCI archive”, Department of Information and Com 
puter Sciences, University of California, 2000). These 
datasets Were selected by the criteria of having approxi 
mately 1,000 data or more, besides being multiclass prob 
lems. A summary of these datasets is given in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

Data set characteristics: data size, number of classes, 
and the ratio between the frequency of the most 

common class to the least common. 

Dataset # of examples # of classes Class ratio 

Annealing 898 5 0.01316 
KDD-99 197710 5 0.0001278 
Letter 20000 26 0.9028 
Satellite 6435 6 0.4083 
Solar ?are 1389 7 0.002562 
Splice 3190 3 0.4634 

[0105] Except for the KDD-99 dataset, these datasets do 
not have standard misclassi?cation costs associated With 
them. For this reason, We folloW Domingos and generate 
cost matrices according to a model that gives higher costs for 
misclassifying a rare class as a frequent one, and inversely 
for loWest. (Note therefore that our experiments do not 
exploit the full generality of the instance-dependent cost 
formulation presented above This re?ects a situation that is 
found in many practical data mining applications, including 
direct marketing and fraud detection, Where the rare classes 
are the most valuable to identify correctly. 

[0106] Our cost model is as folloWs: Let P(y1) and P(y2) 
be the empirical probabilities of occurrence of classes yland 
y2 in the training data. We choose the non-diagonal entries 
of the cost matrix C(yl, y2), yf-y2 With uniform probability 
from the interval [0,2000 P(y1)/P(y2)]. In Domingos, ibid., 
the diagonal entries Were then chosen from the interval 
[0,1000], Which often leads to cost matrices in Which the 
correct label is not the least costly one. Besides being 
unreasonable (see C. Elkan, “Magical thinking in data 
mining: Lessons from coil challenge 2000 ”, Proceedings of 
the Seventh International Conference on Knowledge Dis 
covery and Data Mining, pp. 426-43 1, ACM Press, 1999), 
these cost matrices can give an unfair advantage to cost 
sensitive methods over cost-insensitive ones. We therefore 
set the diagonal entries to be identically Zero, Which is 
consistent With our normaliZation assumption. 
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[0107] In all experiments, We randomly select Z/3 of the 
examples in the dataset for training and use the remaining 1/3 
for testing. Also, for each training/test split We generate a 
different cost matrix according to the rules above. Thus, the 
standard deviations that We report re?ect both variations in 
the data and in the misclassi?cation costs. 

[0108] We remark on certain implementation details of the 
proposed learning methods in our experimentation. First, We 
note that in all of the methods used for comparison, C4.5 
Was used as the component algorithm, and the ?nal hypoth 
esis is expressed as an ensemble of output decision tress of 
C45. Its output hypothesis is therefore also an ensemble of 
decision trees. Next, the choice of the mixture Weight 0tt Was 
unspeci?ed in the algorithm descriptions. The choice of 0tt 
Was set at 1/t for most methods. 

[0109] The results of these experiments are summariZed in 
Tables 2 and 3. 

TABLE 2 
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to groups: those having very large skeWs, or very loW class 
ratios (Annealing, KDD-99 and Solar ?are), and those 
having moderate skeWs (Satellite, Splice and better). It is 
evident that the methods based on example Weighting (Avg 
Cost, GBSE, DSE) use magnitudes smaller data siZes for the 
three data sets in the ?rst group (i.e., With large skews), as 
compared to other methods, Bagging and MetaCost. The 
performance of GBSE is especially impressive on this 
group, achieving much loWer costs While requiring very 
small data siZes. It is Worth mentioning that it is these data 
sets in the ?rst group With large skeWs that require cost 
sensitive learning the most. 

[0113] We have provided a novel method for multiclass 
cost-sensitive learning based on gradient boosting With 
stochastic ensembles. It is not the ?rst time that the issue of 
incorporating cost-sensitivity to boosting has been 
addressed. For example, AdaCost (see W. Fan, S. J. Stolfo, 
J. Zhang, and P. K. Chan, “AdaCost: Misclassi?cation 

Experimental results: the average cost and standard error. 

Dataset Bagging AvgCost MetaCost DSE GBSE 

Annealing 1059 r 174 127.4 1 12.2 206.8 1 42.8 127.1 1 14.9 33.72 1 4.29 

Solar 5403 r 397 237.8 1 37.5 5317 r 390 110.9 1 28.7 48.17 1 9.52 

KDD-99 319.4 1 42.2 42.43 1 7.95 49.39 1 9.34 46.68 1 10.16 1.69 z 0.78 

letter 151.0 1 2.58 91.90 1 1.36 129.6 1 2.44 114.0 1 1.43 84.63 1 2.24 

Splice 64.19 1 5.25 60.78 1 3.65 49.95 1 3.05 135.5 1 14 57.50 1 4.38 

Satellite 189.9 2 9.57 107.8 2 5.95 104.4 2 6.43 116.8 2 6.28 93.05 2 5.57 

[0110] 

TABLE 3 

Experimental results: the average data size used by each method 
in 30 iterations and standard error. 

Dataset Bagging AvgCost MetaCost DSE GBSE 

Annealing 11991 1 13.1 1002.8 1 183 11987 1 9.84 3795.5 1 688 1260.2 1 224 

Solar 18499 1 20.4 334.80 1 37.5 18510 1 14.4 2112.8 1 276 486.45 1 53.3 

KDD-99 395310 1 143 2551.9 1 428.6 395580 1 143 12512 1 2450 4181 1 783.6 

letter 40037 1 44.3 159720 1 2028 40052 1 41 479130 1 2710 363001 1 5557 

Splice 42515 1 26.6 33658 1 1697 42501 1 21 52123 1 592 50284 1 3659 

Satellite 86136 1 123 60876 1 1641 85984 1 127 218870 1 6516 140810 1 3335 

[0111] Table 2 lists the average costs attained by each of 
these methods on the 6 data sets, and their stand errors. 
These results Were obtained by averaging over 20 runs, each 
run consisting of 30 iterations of the respective learning 
method. These results appear quite convincing: GBSE out 
performs all comparison methods on all data sets, except on 
Splice, for Which it ranks second after MetaCost. Also, 
GBSE is the best performing among the proposed methods, 
con?rming our claim that the combination of various tech 
niques involved is indeed necessary to attain this level of 
performance. 

[0112] Table 3 lists the average total data siZe used by each 
of the methods in 30 iterations. Examining these results in 
conjunction With the data characteristics in Table 1 reveals 
a de?nite trend. First, note that the data sets are divided into 

cost-sensitive boosting”, Proceedings of the Sixteenth Inter 
national Conference on Machine Learning, pp. 97-105, 
1999) suggested a Way of modifying AdaBoost’s exponen 
tial loss using a function (called cost adjustment function) of 
the cost and con?dence. The rational choice of this cost 
adjustment function, hoWever, appears not to be Well-un 
derstood. The stochastic ensemble that We employ in this 
method provides a straightforWard but reasonable Way of 
incorporating cost and con?dence; i.e., in terms of expected 
cost. 

[0114] While the invention has been described in terms of 
a single preferred embodiment, those skilled in the art Will 
recogniZe that the invention can be practiced With modi? 
cation Within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. 
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Having thus described our invention, What We claim as neW 
and desire to secure by Letters Patent is as follows: 

1. A method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning based 
on iterative example Weighting schemes applied to a chosen 
data set comprising the steps of: 

a) obtaining an expanded data set, Which is de?ned by 
enhancing each example in an original data set With as 
many data points as there are possible labels for any 
single instance; 

b) repeatedly draWing sub-samples from the expanded 
data set using Weighted sampling according to a certain 
example Weighting scheme that remains constant 
throughout the iterations, in Which each labeled 
example is given the Weight speci?ed as the difference 
betWeen the maximum possible misclassi?cation cost 
for the instance in question and the misclassi?cation 
associated With the label in the particular labeled 
example; 

c) calling a component classi?cation learning algorithm to 
the sub-sample obtained in step b) and obtaining a 
hypothesis representing a classi?er; 

d) outputting all classi?er representations obtained 
through the iterations and representing an average over 
them, each of Which can be an arbitrary representation 
of classi?er for a problem at hand; and 

e) outputting all of the representations obtained through 
the iterations representing an average over them, each 
of Which can be an arbitrary representation of classi?er 
for the problem at hand. 

2. The method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
recited in claim 1, Wherein the learning algorithm is an 
arbitrary algorithm for classi?cation. 

3. The method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
recited in claim 1, Wherein the learning algorithm is selected 
from the group consisting of decision tree algorithms, na'ive 
Bayes method, logistic regression method and neural net 
Works. 

4. A method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning based 
on an example Weighting scheme applied to a chosen data 
set comprising the steps of: 

a) obtaining an expanded data set, Which is de?ned by 
enhancing each example in an original data set With as 
many data points as there are possibles for any single 
instance; 

b) iteratively applying Weighted sampling from the 
expanded data set, using a dynamically changing 
Weighting scheme involving both positive and negative 
Weights; 

c) calling a component classi?cation algorithm on a 
modi?ed binary classi?cation problem in Which each 
example is itself already a labeled pair, and its (meta) 
label is 1 or 0 depending on Whether the example 
Weight in the above Weighting scheme is positive or 
negative, respectively, and obtains a hypothesis repre 
senting a classi?er; 

d) optionally modifying the obtained classi?er, Which is in 
general a relation on the original classi?cation (map 
ping elements of domain to the labels, so that it is 
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stochastic, namely a conditional probability distribu 
tion so that its probabilities over the set of labels sum 
to one for each instance; 

e) outputting all representations obtained through the 
iterations and representing an average over them, each 
of Which can be an arbitrary representation of classi?er 
for the problem at hand. 

5. The method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
recited in claim 4, Wherein the learning algorithm is an 
arbitrary algorithm for classi?cation. 

6. The method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
recited in claim 4, Wherein the learning algorithm is selected 
from the group consisting of decision tree algorithms, na'ive 
Bayes method, logistic regression method and neural net 
Works. 

7. The method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
recited in claim 4, Wherein the dynamically changing 
Weighting of step b) gives each labeled example a Weight 
speci?ed as a difference betWeen an average cost on that 
instance by the averaged hypotheses from iterations so far 
and a misclassi?cation cost associated With the label in the 
labeled example in question 

8. The method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
recited in claim 4, Wherein the dynamically changing 
Weighting of step b) gives each labeled example a Weight 
speci?ed as a difference betWeen an average cost on that 
instance by an averaged hypotheses from iterations so far 
divided by a number of labels per instance, and a misclas 
si?cation cost associated With the label in the labeled 
example in question. 

9. The method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
recited in claim 4, Wherein the dynamically changing 
Weighting of step b) gives each labeled example a Weight 
speci?ed as a difference betWeen an average cost on that 
instance by an averaged hypotheses from iterations so far 
divided by a number of labels per instance, and a misclas 
si?cation cost associated With the label in the labeled 
example in question, and the Weighted sampling comprises 
the steps of: 

sampling the instance in step a) according to a probability 
proportional to a maximum of Weights for that instance 
and any of the labels, and 

choosing a label With a probability proportional to the 
absolute value of a Weight for that instance and the 
label in question. 

10. The method for multi-class, cost-sensitive learning 
recited in claim 4, Wherein the dynamically changing 
Weighting of step b) gives each labeled example a Weight 
speci?ed as a difference betWeen an average cost on that 
instance by an averaged hypotheses from iterations so far 
divided by a number of labels per instance, and a misclas 
si?cation cost associated With the label in the labeled 
example in question, and the Weighted sampling comprises 
the steps of: 

sampling the instance step a) according to a probability 
proportional to a maximum of Weights for that instance 
and any of the labels, and 

for the chosen instance, deterministically added examples 
for all possible labels. 

11. A system implementing a method for multi-class, 
cost-sensitive learning based on iterative example Weighting 
schemes applied to a chose data set comprising: 
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a multi-class cost-sensitive learning top control module 
controlling the overall control ?oW; 

a learning algorithm storage module storing a represen 
tation of a learning algorithm for classi?cation learn 
ing; 

a model output module storing models obtained as a result 
of applying the learning algorithm to training data 
given by a Weighted sampling module and outputting a 
?nal model by aggregating these models, said Weighted 
sampling module accessing data stored in a data storage 
module, sampling a relatively small subset of the data 
With acceptance probability determined using the 
eXample Weights, and passing the obtained sub-sample 
to said top control module; 

Weight calculation module updating the eXample 
Weights for sampling using Weighted sampling accord 
ing to a Weighting scheme that remains constant 
throughout iterations, in Which each labeled eXample is 
given a Weight speci?ed as a difference betWeen a 
maXimum possible misclassi?cation cost for the 
instance in question and a misclassi?cation cost asso 
ciated With the label in the particular labeled example; 
and 

a model update module updating current models using a 
model’s output in previous iterations stored in a current 
model storage module and an output model of a current 
iteration output and storing a resulting updated model 
in said current storage module. 

12. The system for implementing a method for multi 
class, cost-sensitive learning recited in claim 11, Wherein the 
learning algorithm is an arbitrary algorithm for classi?ca 
tion. 

13. The system for implementing a method for multi 
class, cost-sensitive learning recited in claim 11, Wherein the 
learning algorithm is selected from the group consisting of 
decision tree algorithms, na'ive Bayes method, logistic 
regression method and neural netWorks. 

14. A system implementing a method for multi-class, 
cost-sensitive learning based on an eXample Weighting 
scheme applied to a chosen data set comprising: 

a multi-class cost-sensitive learning top control module 
controlling the overall control ?oW; 

a learning algorithm storage module storing a represen 
tation of a learning algorithm for classi?cation learn 
ing; 

a model output module storing models obtained as a result 
of applying the learning algorithm to training data 
given by a Weighted sampling module and outputting a 
?nal model by aggregating these models, said Weighted 
sampling module accessing data stored in a data storage 
module, sampling a relatively small subset of the data 
With acceptance probability determined using the 
eXample Weights, and passing the obtained sub-sample 
to said top control module; 

Weight calculation module calculating the eXample 
Weights for sampling using a dynamically changing 
Weighting scheme involving both positive and negative 
Weights; and 
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a model update module updating the current models using 
the models output in the previous iterations stored in a 
current model storage module and the output model of 
the current iteration output and storing the resulting 
updated model in said current storage module. 

15. The system for implementing a method for multi 
class, cost-sensitive learning recited in claim 14, Wherein the 
learning algorithm is an arbitrary algorithm for classi?ca 
tion. 

16. The system for implementing a method for multi 
class, cost-sensitive learning recited in claim 14, Wherein the 
learning algorithm is selected from the group consisting of 
decision tree algorithms, na'ive Bayes method, logistic 
regression method and neural netWorks. 

17. The system implementing a method for multi-class, 
cost-sensitive learning recited in claim 14, Wherein the 
dynamically changing Weighting scheme used by the Weight 
calculation module gives each labeled eXample a Weight 
speci?ed as a difference betWeen an average cost on that 
instance by the averaged hypotheses from iterations so far 
and a misclassi?cation cost associated With the label in the 
labeled eXample in question 

18. The system implementing a method for multi-class, 
cost-sensitive learning recited in claim 14, Wherein the 
dynamically changing Weighting scheme used by the Weight 
calculation module gives each labeled eXample a Weight 
speci?ed as a difference betWeen an average cost on that 
instance by an averaged hypotheses from iterations so far 
divided by a number of labels per instance, and a misclas 
si?cation cost associated With the label in the labeled 
eXample in question. 

19. The system implementing a method for multi-class, 
cost-sensitive learning recited in claim 14, Wherein the 
dynamically changing Weighting scheme used by the Weight 
calculation module gives each labeled eXample a Weight 
speci?ed as a difference betWeen an average cost on that 
instance by an averaged hypotheses from iterations so far 
divided by a number of labels per instance, and a misclas 
si?cation cost associated With the label in the labeled 
eXample in question, and the Weighted sampling samples the 
instance according to a probability proportional to a maXi 
mum of Weights for that instance and any of the labels, and 
a label is chosen With a probability proportional to the 
absolute value of a Weight for that instance and the label in 
question. 

20. The system implementing a method for multi-class, 
cost-sensitive learning recited in claim 14, Wherein the 
dynamically changing Weighting scheme used by the Weight 
calculation module gives each labeled eXample a Weight 
speci?ed as a difference betWeen an average cost on that 
instance by an averaged hypotheses from iterations so far 
divided by a number of labels per instance, and a misclas 
si?cation cost associated With the label in the labeled 
eXample in question, and the Weighted sampling samples the 
instance according to a probability proportional to a maXi 
mum of Weights for that instance and any of the labels, and 
for the chosen instance, deterministically adds examples for 
all possible labels. 


